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ABSTRACT
Tools that explore very large state spaces to find bugs, e.g., when model checking, or to find solutions, e.g., when constraint solving, can take a considerable amount of time before the search terminates, and the user may not get useful feedback on the state of the search during that time. Our focus is a tool that solves imperative constraints to provide automated test input generation for systematic testing. Specifically, we introduce a technique to quantify the exploration of Korat, a well-known tool that explores the bounded space of all candidate inputs and enumerates desired inputs that satisfy given constraints. Our technique quantifies the size of the input space as it is explored by the Korat search, and provides the user exact information on the size of the remaining input space. In addition, it allows studying key characteristics of the search, such as the distribution of solutions as the search finds them. We implement the technique as a listener for the Korat search, and present initial experimental results using it.

1. INTRODUCTION
Constraint solvers, e.g., propositional satisfiability (SAT) [9] or satisfiability modulo theory (SMT) [8] solvers, form the backbone of many software analysis and synthesis techniques [5,6,11,15,19,22,23]. This increasing use of solvers has in part been driven by improvements in the core solving methods and in part by technological advances in the computation machinery that is now readily available. Despite the advances, in many real-world application scenarios, the constraints that arise and must be solved can be problem instances that are particularly hard and take a long time to solve. In such scenarios, the user may have to painstakingly wait a long time before the solving results become available. For many solvers, there is very little, if any, feedback to the users, on the progress of the solver. As a result, it is typical for the users to timeout the search after some period based on their intuition or frustration.

Unfortunately, when the search times out (or a user terminates the search), the users often do not have much information about what the search did, e.g., how much of the state space was explored and how much remained to be explored.

The focus of this paper is on imperative constraints, i.e., logical constraints that are written in an imperative language, such as Java. To illustrate, consider a Java predicate (method) that inspects its input and returns true if and only if the input is valid, i.e., satisfies the desired constraints. Such predicates are termed repOk methods [18].

Korat implements a backtracking search that enumerates all inputs within a size bound, termed finitization, such that the given predicate returns true for each enumerated input; the set of all such inputs is the set of all solutions, also termed valid inputs, to the imperative constraint in the bounded input space. The finitization bounds the number of objects and values for the relevant types and defines domains of values for each object field.

While this integration of field access monitoring, dynamic lexicographic ordering, and isomorphism breaking is the key to the effectiveness of the Korat search, it is also what makes computing the progress of the search challenging. In contrast, a search that followed a static lexicographic ordering is straightforward to characterize: each candidate’s position in the order is known statically, and since no candidate that is lexicographically smaller can be explored later in the search, the space explored is exactly the position of the current candidate.

We introduce the first technique that – at any point in the Korat search precisely quantifies the size of the input space that has exhaustively been explored up to that point, and as a result, can report the size of the input space that has yet to be explored at any point during the search. Our key insight is two-fold: 1) each candidate that Korat checks (using repOk) is a representative of a class of candidates that is checked together using just one invocation of repOk and the cardinality of this class can be computed using the list of fields accessed by repOk and the finitization bounds; 2) when Korat checks candidate v and creates next candidate w, a space of candidates is pruned from the search, and the size of the space pruned can be computed using the two candidates v and w together with the list of field accesses.

We embody the technique as a part of the Korat implementation (via a novel listener) and experimentally validate it using a standard suite of subject constraints to demonstrate its efficacy. Moreover, as a potential application of our technique, we demonstrate how it allows studying the input space coverage of Korat as its search progresses and it finds valid inputs for a select subject.

This paper makes the following key contributions:
1) **Quantifying space covered during imperative constraint solving.** We introduce the first approach that computes the input space covered by an imperative constraint solver as it explores the space.

2) **Embodiment in Korat.** We embody our technique in Korat, which is a well-known solver for imperative constraints.

3) **Evaluation.** We experimentally validate our technique using a suite of standard subjects, and apply it to study the solution distribution for a select subject, and report our observations.

In future work, we plan to further evaluate our approach and its benefits in quantifying the search. We also plan to investigate applying it for new applications, e.g., to approximate the number of solutions, i.e., *model counts*, say based on using the results of a partial search, taking into consideration the space covered, and projecting the partial search results to the full input space.

## 2. ILLUSTRATIVE OVERVIEW

This section presents an illustrative example using binary trees to describe the key elements of the Korat search [5] and gives an overview of our technique for quantifying the input space covered.

Figure 1 declares a binary tree that has a root node and caches the number of nodes in the size field. Each node has a left and a right child. The predicate `repOk` describes the structural invariants that any valid binary tree must satisfy. The predicate traverses its input structure (this), checks that it has no cycles and that the value of size correctly states the number of nodes, and returns false if any check fails, and true if all checks pass. The `repOk` predicate is an example of an imperative constraint—a logical constraint that is written using imperative code. The method `finBinaryTree(int, int, int)` defines the space of all candidate inputs to consider for constraint solving, specifically each candidate can have at most `numNodes` nodes, and has size range between `minSize` and `maxSize` (inclusive). The method `finBinaryTree(int)` requires each candidate to have exactly `size` nodes.

Given the input constraint (`repOk`) and finalization (`finBinaryTree(int)`) with size set to 3, Korat uses the `repOk` to inspect 63 candidate structures (from a space of 16384 total structures) and enumerates 5 solutions—a valid non-isomorphic binary tree with exactly 3 nodes (Figure 2).

The Korat search internally represents each candidate structure as a vector of integer elements; the length of the candidate vector is fixed and is defined by the bound on the input size. Each vector element represents a value of an object field; specifically each element is an index into an array of values that define all possible values for the corresponding field. The candidate vectors admit a natural lexicographic order: for vectors `v` and `w`, `v < w` if \( \exists i. v[i] < w[i] \land \forall j < i. v[j] = w[j] \) (intuitively, read the vector elements left to right, and order smaller values before higher values). The Korat search starts with the smallest candidate in the natural order. However, the search does not proceed in conformance with the natural order. Instead, the search considers the candidates in a dynamic lexicographic order, where the order is based on the fields accessed by `repOk` executions. For example, if `repOk` accesses the field at index 2 of the first candidate vector, that field is the first to be considered for lexicographic ordering. Moreover, if a field `f` is accessed with value `x` for candidate vector `v` and the next field accessed is `g`, the successor of `f` for the dynamic lexicographic ordering throughout the search, since for another candidate vector `w(\neq v)` that for field `f` has a value `y(\neq x)`, the next field accessed may be `h(\neq g)`, in which case `h` becomes the successor of `f` in the lexicographic order from that point onward in the search.

```java
class BinaryTree {
    static class Node {
        Node left, right;
    }
    Node root; int size;
    boolean repOk() {
        if (root == null) return size == 0;
        // checks that tree has no cycle
        Set visited = new HashSet();
        visited.add(root);
        LinkedList workList = new LinkedList();
        workList.add(root);
        while (!workList.isEmpty()) {
            Node current = (Node) workList.removeFirst();
            if (current.left != null) {
                if (!visited.add(current.left))
                    return false;
                workList.add(current.left);
            }
            if (current.right != null) {
                if (!visited.add(current.right))
                    return false;
                workList.add(current.right);
            }
            // checks that size is consistent
            return visited.size() == size;
        }
        // checks if tree has no cycle
        return finBinaryTree(size, size, size); }
    static IFinition finBinaryTree(int size) {
        return finBinaryTree(size, size, size); }
    static IFinition finBinaryTree(int nodesNum, int minSize, int maxSize) {
        IFinition f =
            FinitionFactory.create(BinaryTree.class);
        IObjSet nodes =
            f.createObjSet(Node.class, nodesNum, true);
        f.set("size", f.createIntSet(minSize, maxSize));
        f.set("Node.left", nodes);
        f.set("Node.right", nodes);
        return f; }
}
```

Figure 1: Binary tree declaration, class invariant (`repOk`), and finalization (`finBinaryTree`) [1].

Figure 2: Five non-isomorphic binary trees with 3 nodes generated by Korat. `N0` is the root node.

For binary tree size 3, the candidate vector has 8 elements—one each for the `root`, `left`, and `right` fields of the tree, and 2 each for the `left` and `right` fields of each of the 3 nodes (which we denote `N0`, `N1`, and `N2`). Each element of the vector is an index into a domain of values for the corresponding field. For size 3, the `root` field of the tree, and the `left` and `right` fields of each of the 3 nodes take a value from the domain `{null, N0, N1, N2}`, and the field size takes a value from the domain [3] that has just 1 element.

The following list shows the sequence of candidates inspected by the Korat search starting at the first candidate (all 0’s) until the first solution (identified by “***”) is found:

```text
/* 1*/ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :: 0 1
/* 2*/ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :: 0 2 3 1
/* 3*/ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :: 0 2 3
/* 4*/ 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 :: 0 2 3 4 5 1
/* 5*/ 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 :: 0 2 3 4 5
/* 6*/ 1 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 :: 0 2 3 4 5
/* 7*/ 1 0 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 :: 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 ***
```
Each row has an identifier (in block comments) and contains a candidate vector, the separator “::”, and the list of fields accessed by repOk for that candidate (based on the first time repOk accesses the field). For example, for Candidate #1 (all 0s), repOk only accesses the root and size fields and returns false since root is null (first value in the domain [null, N0, N1, N2]) but size is the first value in the domain [3]). Korat backtracks on the last (most recent) field accessed. Since size has only 1 possible value, Korat increments the value for the root field to create the second candidate vector.

To illustrate coverage of input space, observe that when Korat inspects a candidate c, c serves as a representative for a set E of unique candidates for the Korat search such that c.repOk() == e.repOk() for all e ∈ E, and the field access list of each candidate in E is identical to that of c; we term the size of set E the reach-space. For example, for Candidate #1 Korat only reads the first 2 fields, so it represents all 4 · 4 · 4 · 4 · 4 = 4096 candidates of the form “0 0 * * * *” (since each of the 6 fields that are not accessed is either a left or a right field and has 4 possible values). Thus, the space covered by Korat is the set of 4096 (i.e., reach-space with respect to the first candidate).

Korat may cover additional space in a single search step due to isomorphism breaking; we term the size of this additional space the prune-space. In particular, when Korat increments a field index, it may reset it to 0 (and backtrack) without trying all remaining values for that field when those values are equivalent [27]. To illustrate, consider the following sequence of two candidate trees that Korat inspects:

```
/* 25*/ 1 0 0 2 3 3 0 0 :: 0 2 3 4 5
/* 26*/ 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 :: 0 2
...
```

To create Candidate #26, Korat considers incrementing the value of the sixth field (id: 5) since that is the last field accessed but resets it since the largest index possible is already used. Next, Korat considers incrementing the value of the fifth field (id: 4) but also resets it. Next, Korat considers incrementing the value of the fourth field (id: 3). Even though this field can take the value 3 according to the finitization, Korat resets it because the fields accessed before it only use a maximum index of 1 into the corresponding domain, and it suffices to try just one of the remaining values since all unused values are interchangeable [27]. Thus, by generating Candidate #26 Korat covers another 4 · 4 · 4 · 4 · 4 = 256 candidates of the form “1 * 0 3 * * *” without inspecting even one of them.

Our technique for space coverage computation supports two execution modes: (1) to compute distribution for the number of solutions found by Korat with respect to the size of the input space it covers; (2) to periodically output to console the size of the input space covered up to the end of each period. For the first mode, the user specifies the number n of instances that were skipped due to the resetting (i.e., pruning based on that field). The algorithm stops when it encounters the first field that was not reset, i.e., its instance identifier is only incremented by one.

Implementation We implemented our technique as a listener (called TrackingListener) for the Korat search. The search notifies the listener every time it creates a new candidate, and also when it terminates. In addition to tracking progress of the Korat search,
the listener also initializes \textit{bins} that keep track of the distribution of the solutions with respect to the amount of space covered. The listener provides a constructor that allows specifying the number of bins. We add a command-line option to attach the listener to the Korat search. Specifically, we added the option "\texttt{--track}" that takes a numeric argument that is the number of bins desired. The tracking option can be used together with the built-in option "\texttt{--progress}" that takes an integer argument \textit{k} such that Korat outputs its progress every \textit{k} candidates checked. When both these options are used together our listener outputs the space covered up to that point with each progress report. We plan to release our implementation as part of the Korat code-base \cite{1}.

4. EXPERIMENTS

This section presents results of experiments we conducted using our prototype implementation. Our primary goal is to empirically validate the correctness of the implementation of our technique and study some basic characteristics of the Korat search based on the input space coverage information computed by our technique. In addition, we demonstrate for a select subject how our technique enables making observations that can lead to new applications.

4.1 Subjects and methodology

We use ten subjects that are implemented for the standard Korat search and included in the standard distribution of Korat\textsuperscript{1} \cite{1}. The subjects are heap-allocated data structures: binary tree (\texttt{BT}), binomial heap (\texttt{BH}), disjoint set (\texttt{DS}), doubly-linked list (\texttt{DLL}), Fibonacci heap (\texttt{FH}), heap array (\texttt{HA}), red-black tree (\texttt{RB}), search tree (\texttt{ST}), singly-linked list (\texttt{SLL}), and sorted list (\texttt{SL}). We run Korat with space coverage tracking turned on and number of bins set to 40. We use all sizes between 0 and the largest size that does not time-out. All experiments were performed on Linux Ubuntu 18.04.2 running on an Intel Core i7-7500U CPU @ 2.70GHz \times 4 with 8GB RAM.

4.2 Results

Table 1 shows the results for all subjects for select sizes such that the time taken is between 0.5 second and 216 seconds. For each subject and size, the number of non-isomorphic solutions found by Korat (\#Valid), the number of candidates explored by Korat (\#Explored), the space covered computed by our technique using \textit{reach-space} and \textit{prune-space} calculations (\#Cover), the percent of space covered based on Korat’s backtracking using the field access information (Reach\%), the percent of space covered based on Korat’s symmetry breaking (Prune\%), and the total time taken (Time/s) in seconds are shown.

As expected, in all cases, the total space covered compute matched the size of the input space defined by the finitization, thereby validating the correctness of our implementation.

Comparison of \textit{reach-space} and \textit{prune-space} For all subjects except disjoint set and heap array, the total \textit{reach-space} is substantially less than the total \textit{prune-space}, and \textit{prune-space} is between 6.7× (for binomial heap) and 16.3× (Fibonacci heap) the \textit{reach-space} for the largest sizes used. For disjoint set, the \textit{reach-space} is 7.7× the \textit{prune-space}. Disjoint set is represented using an array of records and each record only has integer fields. Since integers (and other primitives) are not interchangeable, there are fewer symmetries to be broken. An extreme case is heap array, where the \textit{prune-space} is 0. The data structure is an array of integers and there are no symmetries that can be broken. Overall, symmetry breaking plays an important role in reducing the number of candidates considered by Korat. Field access monitoring plays an even more important role since it directly contributes to the \textit{reach-space}, and in addition, is necessary to compute \textit{prune-space} since symmetry breaking on a field \textit{f} requires the highest index used on (compatible) fields accessed before \textit{f}.

Distributed solutions with respect to space covered Next we illustrate a new potential application of our technique. Figure 4 shows the distribution of solutions found by Korat with respect to the space it covers for the binary tree subject. The results for the five largest sizes used for evaluation are graphically plotted. Specifically, each graph shows how the percent of

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Subj.} & \textbf{Sz.} & \textbf{Valid} & \textbf{Expl.} & \textbf{Cover} & \textbf{Reach} & \textbf{Prune} & \textbf{P:R} & \textbf{Time} \\
\hline
BT & 10 & 1.7e4 & 8.2e5 & 5.4e2 & 10.3 & 99.7 & 10.0 & 0.9 \\
 & 11 & 5.9e4 & 3.2e6 & 6.6e4 & 9.3 & 90.7 & 9.8 & 3.2 \\
 & 12 & 2.3e5 & 1.2e7 & 7.1e7 & 8.5 & 91.5 & 10.8 & 11.8 \\
 & 13 & 7.4e5 & 4.8e7 & 8.8e3 & 7.8 & 92.2 & 11.8 & 50.5 \\
BH & 7 & 1.1e5 & 2.6e5 & 1e3 & 17.1 & 82.9 & 4.9 & 0.5 \\
 & 8 & 6e5 & 1.3e6 & 4.7e3 & 14.7 & 85.3 & 5.8 & 2.4 \\
 & 9 & 8.7e6 & 1.2e7 & 3.9e6 & 12.9 & 87.1 & 6.7 & 21.2 \\
DS & 5 & 4.2e5 & 4.1e5 & 1.1e2 & 84.7 & 12.6 & 0.1 & 0.7 \\
 & 6 & 3e5 & 3.3e7 & 5e5 & 88.5 & 11.5 & 0.1 & 23 \\
 & 7 & 5e5 & 5.6e5 & 4.5e6 & 91.0 & 90.1 & 0.9 & 23.5 \\
DLL & 11 & 3.5e5 & 7.3e5 & 1.6e4 & 84.7 & 91.1 & 11 & 5.9 \\
 & 12 & 2.3e7 & 3.6e7 & 7e4 & 7.7 & 92.3 & 12 & 43.5 \\
FH & 6 & 1.5e6 & 4.8e6 & 1.4e3 & 7.8 & 92.2 & 11.9 & 5.3 \\
 & 7 & 5e7 & 1.8e8 & 6.7e39 & 5.8 & 94.2 & 10.4 & 216.7 \\
HA & 8 & 1e6 & 5.2e6 & 8.1e9 & 100 & 0 & 0 & 1.9 \\
 & 9 & 1e7 & 5.1e7 & 2.4e11 & 100 & 0 & 0 & 19.6 \\
RBT & 8 & 6.4e5 & 3.2e5 & 7.9e33 & 13.8 & 86.2 & 0.2 & 0.8 \\
 & 9 & 1.2e7 & 1.5e6 & 5.1e39 & 12.2 & 87.8 & 7.2 & 3.9 \\
ST & 10 & 2.6e6 & 7.5e4 & 5.1e45 & 10.9 & 89.1 & 8.2 & 20.7 \\
 & 11 & 5.8e6 & 7.5e51 & 9.8 & 90.2 & 9.2 & 116.1 \\
SLL & 8 & 1.4e3 & 2.6e5 & 2.8e23 & 13 & 87 & 0.7 & 2.4 \\
 & 9 & 4.9e3 & 2.67 & 3.9e27 & 11.5 & 88.5 & 7.7 & 29.4 \\
SL & 10 & 1.7e4 & 6.8e3 & 7.4e31 & 10.3 & 89.7 & 8.7 & 176.4 \\
 & 11 & 8.6e5 & 1.1e7 & 7.1e27 & 8.4 & 91.6 & 10.9 & 8.5 \\
SLL & 12 & 4.2e6 & 1.7e7 & 8.8e30 & 7.7 & 92.3 & 11.9 & 63.2 \\
 & 13 & 9.2e6 & 9.2e5 & 1.9e36 & 16 & 84.5 & 5.3 & 0.8 \\
SL & 13 & 3.5e5 & 3.9e6 & 6.3e40 & 14.8 & 85.2 & 5.7 & 3.6 \\
 & 12 & 1e6 & 1.6e6 & 2.7e45 & 13.8 & 86 & 6.3 & 16.8 \\
 & 13 & 5.2e6 & 8.6e7 & 1.4e50 & 12.9 & 87.1 & 8.0 & 73.3 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Results of Korat Search With Our Listener. All Sizes for Which it Completes Between 0.5 and 216 Seconds are Shown.}
\end{table}
solutions found varies with the percent of input space covered. The plots for different sizes show a similar trend: almost all solutions are found when less than 20% of the space is covered. Such similarities can allow estimating results, such as solution counts, by computing results for a smaller size, performing partial exploration of the desired size to compute a partial result, and extrapolating it to an estimate of the desired result [2].

5. RELATED WORK
Recent work studied the distribution of solutions found by the Korat search with respect to the candidates it explored and observed that after some initial exploration, the Korat search tends to find solutions linearly with the candidates explored; it also identified opportunities for estimating solution counts by observing the distribution for a smaller size and using it for a larger size [2]. In this paper, we introduce a new metric that precisely quantifies the space covered as the search progresses and provides new insights into the search.

The process of creating a tool that quantifies and reports Korat’s space exploration progress requires a partial answer to the problem of estimating the size of a backtrace search tree. This problem was addressed by Knuth using probing samples over forty years ago [16], which was expanded upon by others in the decades to follow once, especially when propositional satisfiability (SAT) solvers started to become practical [3, 9, 14, 17, 21].

This problem is particularly notable in the domain of symbolic execution [15] and model checking [7], where the goal is to estimate the size of the exploration tree, or more generally, graph. The symbolic execution engine Java PathFinder (JPF) [25] has two existing state space size estimators that provide mid-execution progress reports: StateCountEstimator, which estimates the number of possible program states as they are explored, and JPF-Barrier [26], which estimates the search’s position in the graph based on the number of paths discovered so far. Taleghani and Atlee [24] created a Monte Carlo-based algorithm that estimates state-space coverage by sending additional probes into the search space.

Since our application domain uses finitizations, the size of the total input space is a priori knowledge. The reduced version of the problem we address here is to determine the size of the space of the explored space and the size that remains to be explored. While our technique is the first to perform this sort of analysis and reporting for an imperative constraint solver, efforts to add declarative constraints to imperative languages date several decades ago [4], ultimately resulting in tools such as Babelsberg/R for Ruby [10] and Turtle++ for C++ [12]. A notable tool to enable constraint solving using purely declarative programming is Alloy [13, 20].

6. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced a technique for precisely quantifying the size of the input space explored by the constraint solver Korat during its systematic search. The technique was implemented as a listener for Korat and experimentally validated using a suite of standard Korat subjects. The technique provides exact feedback to the user about the size of the input space that is yet to be explored by Korat as it executes, and allows collecting useful statistics about the search, which can enable new approximation methods in software analysis.
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